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ABSTRACT
Signature Crossroads, an urban form that grows out of an street intersection, combines
both the sense of "transit" and the sense of "destination." Such dual character gives
Signature Crossroads a superiority over traditional squares as the identity in contemporary
cities. This thesis investigates the various factors that cause the emergence of Signature
Crossroads and devises a categorization system for intersections.
As an example to represent Signature Crossroads, Times Square, New York, is used as
the main case study. Various qualities such as physical forms and visual elements are
examined which reflect the uniqueness of Times Square as a place that has successfully
integrated both the sense of "transit" and "destination." A few other examples are
described briefly to support the idea of Signature Crossroads in different contexts from
that of Times Square.
Finally, an existing intersection in Hong Kong will be evaluated and criticized based on
its inadequacy to become a Signature Crossroads. Brief suggestions are made on how
improvements could be made to transform the intersection to a Signature Crossroads,
which could be an important urban model for emerging cities.
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Introduction 5
Introduction
Street and quay are primarily places of transit, capturing public life in
momentary pauses from a river of people in motion. The public place,
on the other hand, is a destination; a purpose-built stage for ritual and
interaction.
- Spiro Kostof, in The City Assembled.'
This statement by the late Spiro Kostof, defines the fundamental
distinction between streets and squares. Streets are transits. They are
dynamic, directional and flowing. Squares, which Kostof refers to as
"public places," are destination. They are static, centric and accumulating.
Even though both kinds of these spaces are public and open, they are easy
to tell apart on a map because of their distinctive characteristics. There is a
kind of space, however, that is more ambiguous and seems to combine the
characteristics of both and streets and squares. It is the street intersection.
Street intersections are peculiar creatures. They are dynamic because they
are essentially continuations of streets, but they are static because they are
merging points where directional changes take place. Functionally, street
intersections can be more "utilitarian" than streets, serving purely as nodes
of transit; but they also have more potential than streets to become
squares. Countless squares and plazas in history started out as street
junctions which were transformed over time to become more formal
squares.
Such transformations of street intersections into squares always emphasize
the function of "destination" over the function of "transit." Over the years,
such places have lost their original character of "transit" altogether, giving
way to "destination." After all, traffic in the past was very simple and it is
flexible enough to adapt to any situation, thus the requirement of keeping a
transformed junction as transit point was not that important compared to
producing an elegant square.
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In modem times, however, such transformations are unlikely to evolve
because of the traffic requirements of automobiles. Even when street
intersections accumulate a lot of activities and begin to show signs of
becoming "destinations," they must still retain their primary role of being
"nodes of transit." That does not mean that they could not be transformed.
Unlike their historic counterparts, they are not totally transformed, but they
accommodate elements of both "transit" and "destination" simultaneously.
These places remain primarily as street intersections functionally, but they
also possess a sense of destination with which people identity. In this
paper they will be called "Signature Crossroads."
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An intersection (above left) portrays a strong sense offlow, while a square (bottom left)
portrays a strong sense of static. A Signature Crossroads (right) combines both.
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Times Square, New York, is the most remarkable example of a Signature
Crossroads. It represents the most vibrant form of how transit and
destination blend together in a modern city. Using Times Square as the
prime case study, this paper will investigate various categories, such as
geometrical forms, visual elements and functional elements. The purpose
of studying these elements is to see how a balance between transit and
destination can be achieved in each of the categories.
"Signature Crossroads" could very well be taking the place of the
traditional urban plazas as the places of identity for modern cities,
provided how lifestyle has changed. This is especially true for emerging
Asian cities. These cities, without the foundation of developing plazas like
their historic European counterparts, need a different model to promote
their urban life, improve their urban forms and give themselves identities.
The author could foresee an increasing role of "Signature Crossroads" in
Introduction
these new cities, given their unique cultural and economic situations. The
case studies of Times Square could serve as a model for "Signature
Crossroads" in those Asian cities.
In order to compare successful Signature Crossroads to those that have the
potential to become Signature Crossroads, a critique will be done for a
case in Hong Kong which is very much like New York and is a model on
which every developing Asian cities look upon to. Moreover, there is a
need for a "Signature Crossroads" in Hong Kong, which right now does
not have a real place to identify itself (its skyline becomes its identity, but
validity of a skyline being a city's identity is beyond the discussion of this
thesis.) The critique could give some insights on how to improve one of its
existing busy junctions in its process towards becoming Signature
Crossroads.
Therefore, the dual purpose of investigating "Signature Crossroads" just
for its own formal characteristics and developing guidelines for promoting
"Signature Crossroads" would be the two main ideas that support this
thesis. Whether the reader agrees with the author in terms of the validity of
"Signature Crossroads" to take over plazas is very subjective, but
hopefully this thesis could reflect some of the values of "Signature
Crossroads" as another important urban form in contemporary cities.
Kostof, The City Assembled, pp. 123.
PartH
Signature Crossroads
In the part, we will look at Signature Crossroads as an idea and model of
urban form. The first chapter will cover some background of intersections.
Then we will bring up the idea of Signature Crossroads, intersections that
also function as destinations, and their values. The next chapter will cover
different types of intersections with a categorization system that could be
useful in studying Signature Crossroads.
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Chapter 1: The Basics of Street Intersections
Street intersections are the most numerous elements in a city plan. In the
following table', the number of intersections and blocks in one typical
square mile of various cities are listed. No matter how the numbers vary
from city to city, the number of intersections always exceed the number of
blocks by a significant amount.
City (and area or date)
Venice
Tokyo
Old Delhi
Rome
Barcelona (Ramblas)
Boston (1895)
London (City)
Paris (Lourve)
Boston (1955)
Paris (Etoile - Rond-Point)
New York (Lower Manhattan)
Los Angeles (Center)
Barcelona (Paseo de Garcia)
New York (Midtown)
Washington D.C.
Brasilia
Intersections
1,507
988
833
504
486
433
423
418
356
281
218
171
164
159
155
Blocks
862
675
244
419
330
276
259
315
240
214
177
132
138
146
122
47
While streets and blocks are the two obvious
city, intersections are often ignored. They
products in the making of streets and
basic elements that form a
are treated merely as by-
blocks as nobody makes
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intersections intentionally. People produce blocks so buildings could be
built upon on them; people build streets so circulation could be valid.
Intersections, on the other hand, are the inevitable by-products of making
streets. They are merely the overlapping space when two streets cross each
other, even though they have essential roles in making large-scale
circulation possible.
Intersections as Secondary Elements
It is not too difficult to understand why intersections seldom receive any
appreciation for their existence. There could be two possible reasons. The
first one is that there is nothing glorious or remarkable about intersections.
The second reason is that whenever street intersections gain some
significance, they are often transformed into something else.
Look at the other two components that lay the most basic foundation of
cities. Blocks, the primary grounds on which buildings are constructed, are
the showcases to display the architectural achievement of a specific period.
Streets, the primary area where public interactions take place, represent the
action, the movement and the life of the people. There could be, and there
have been, so many things written on these two subjects.
Intersections, on the other hand, are much less interesting. Their spatial
quality is derived directly from their parent streets, which always
overshadow them. Their circulation requirements force them to stay
"unfurnished" most of the time. Their utilitarian nature arouses little
interest to improve them. As a result, most intersections do not have
characters or voices of their own.
There are definitely times when intersections break apart from the
shadows they have always been living under and gain significance and
recognition by themselves. However, we then come to the second case,
when they are transformed into squares, plazas or parks which lost the
original character of being intersections.
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There have been many cases in which, when an ordinary intersection
gained significant activities and traffic, it was formally transformed into a
plaza. In the process, emphasis was placed on producing a sense of urban
"living room" and the primary function of traffic transit was degraded.
Therefore, the very essence of a traffic intersection as a function lost its
bid to a gathering place. It was the "plazas," instead of the "intersections,"
that are honored. The transformation kills the thing that gave birth to it.
There are some cases that intersections are remembered as what they are.
Place de l'Etoile of Paris is a prime example of such junctions that were
usually planned to become monuments. Haussmann's plan for Paris,
which gave birth to Place de l'Etoile, and Sixtus' plan for Rome were two
of the very few examples which put emphasis on intersections.
Avenue des Champs-Elysdes, Paris
For most cities, however, intersections are simply secondary elements in
the same rank as sewer pipes. They are seldom considered to be either the
identity for the cities or the main public gathering place, which is the title
always held by formal squares.
1 Jacobs, Allan. pp. 262
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Chapter 2 : The Emergence of Signature Crossroads
The axis as backbone of the spatial structure - la culte de l'axe -
prevails over the square and organizes the environment in the
classicistic vision, as does the square in the Berninisque baroque. And it
is the axis which leads the eye into the far distance. In such a context,
squares integrated into an axial organization lose their quality as
primary stimuli of space consciousness and become rather extensions of
the longitudinal axis. Or squares may merely represent final stops, as
stages for one or more monumental buildings... Thus it is only logical
that out of the classicistic prevalence of the axis, the street, and no
longer the square, evolves in the nineteenth century into the leading
element in town planning.
- Paul Zucker, in Town and Square. 1
This statement describes the decline of squares as the dominant elements
and notes the emergence of streets as the prevalent elements in our cities.
In the past, we have had "Signature Plazas" or "Signature Squares." The
Campo of Siena, Piazza di San Pietro of Rome, Plaza Mayor of Madrid,
Piazza San Marco of Venice are all Signature Plazas in their respective
cities and eras. They are not only the most popular and important gathering
places for all occasions, they are the images with and by which people
identify their cities. These places endure even until today, as attractive as
they were in the most glorious periods of their cities.
Time has definitely changed. The importance of formal squares has been
declining. Spiro Kostof even stated that "we must be willing to accept the
fact that the social world of cities that played itself out in the old town
square is dying." 2 What replaced these traditional squares as the dominant
elements have been streets like Avenue des Champs-Elysees of Paris,
Paseo de Garcia of Barcelona and Broadway of New York.
How did streets begin to take over squares as the prevalent element in city
planning, as Zucker suggests? Was the reason mainly based on a shift of
aesthetics ideals, or was it a shift of functional requirements? The answer
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lies in both. The physical form of our cities has changed tremendously
over the past hundred years because of new ways of living. These changes,
in turn, have affected our perception of how city life and the city form
should be, as Thomas Czarnowski has mentioned in his article The Street
as a Communications Artifact:
Just as at an experiential level one's pattern of experience condition
one's outlook and therefore predispose one toward future experience,
so too do the physical form of the street encourage or block patterns of
use, of cognition and of re-cognition by which forms gain meaning.
Many attempts have been made in modern times to create squares intended
to carry the same significance as their historic counterparts. Most of them,
however, have not lived up to their expectations. City Hall Plaza of Boston
and the Piazza di Italia in New Orleans are examples of squares that fail to
work as planned.
Streets, as significant as they are, are still different spaces from squares,
and they convey a sense of "flow" more than a sense of "destination,"
which, however, remains a fundamental need for human civilization. If
squares are becoming obsolete in our contemporary societies and streets
can not entirely fulfill our need for "a sense of place," what urban form
could possibly work? The answer may be "Signature Crossroads," a term
coined in this thesis to refer to those intersections that accumulate many
different factors to achieve both a strong sense of "transit" and a strong
sense of "destination."
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What is Signature Crossroads?
A Signature Crossroads, down to its bare bones, is no more than a street
intersection. When an intersection is loaded with a lot of traffic, it could be
called a busy intersection, but not a Signature Crossroads. Heavy traffic,
although it conveys a strong sense of movement, is only one requirement.
Signature Crossroads must also make up for the deficiency of modem
plazas: it must bring a strong sense of "destination" and "identity."
In other words, Signature
Crossroads is an
"amphibian." It is both a
transit and a destination,
dynamic and static, fluid and
solid, open and enclosed. A
Signature Crossroads should
be functionally one of the
busiest places in a city and
symbolically one of the
places by which people can
identify their city. Times
Square of New York and
Piccadilly Circus of London,
both of which are included as
case studies in this thesis, are
prime examples of the
Signature Crossroads.
Why would Signature Crossroads become more and more important as an
urban form to substitute the traditional plazas? The answer lies mostly in
several factors which rise out of our changing lifestyle.
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The Changing Role of Intersections In Our Lives
There are many forces that have contributed to the emergence of Signature
Crossroads and the decline of traditional squares. Five of them, mass
media, movement, diversity, intensity and commercialism, stand out as the
most important ones. These interrelate with one another and very often
produce a chain reaction in which the whole trend of a changing lifestyle
escalates in an exponential way.
Mass Media
One of the most important roles of traditional squares has been as the
"disseminator and maker of news." 4 As technology advances, other modes
of spreading information have emerged. Newspaper, radio, television and,
most recently, the Internet all take turns in constructing a world of distant
information, pushing the communicable distance further and further and
reducing to obsolescence the role of the plaza as a source for news.
Movement
The introduction of automobiles marked the most significant impact on the
design of streets, and of course, on street intersections. The automobile, as
a mode of transportation, is much less flexible than human beings. The use
of automobiles not only requires much more circulation space, but a much
more rigid traffic handling system to ensure safety and avoid accidents.
Streets obviously have to be made wider to accommodate the bulk of
automobiles. Straight roads are definitely better than curving roads, and in
the case of a curving street, the curve has to be in compliance with the
minimum turning radius of automobiles. The handling of traffic at
junctions has to be controlled precisely. All these new regulations move
the design of streets into a new field of engineering, which causes many
people not to associate the design of streets with urban design and
architecture.
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A big contrast can be seen by just comparing two sections of Barcelona:
the Medieval core and the 19th century Cerda blocks. The space used to
accommodate circulation in the latter is much wider, whereas in the
former, even a moderate size square looks impressive compared to the
narrow streets. The popular use of gridiron layout city planning nowadays
rises out of the need to facilitate traffic movement rather than the
appreciation of its aesthetics. Machine-like circulation certainly dictates
our city form in a physical sense.
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As engineers make certain artery roads wider and wider, more and more
traffic pours into those streets, and creates a hierarchy of major roads
versus minor roads. The intersections of major streets, therefore, are much
more likely to become significantly important as a significant amount of
the population pass through that space every day. Besides the fact that all
the new physical changes give intersections great advantages functionally,
our perception has changed to accept intersections as more than just
utilitarian spaces.
Perceptually, we are living in a much more fast-paced society than those in
the past. There are many more things that we have to do in the same
amount of time span. We can not afford and do not have the patience to
wait through a long process to achieve something. The notion of "motion"
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is important in modem life. We want things that are efficient and can do
multiple tasks at the same time. Therefore, our mindset is geared toward a
more fluid city.
Street intersections, compared to formal squares, are more fluid and
porous. They are easily accessible by all modes of transportation, whereas
formal squares, which in the
past only catered to
pedestrians, fall short of
having such accessibility.
Such convenience makes
street intersections
functionally remarkable as
places where people just pass
by or go to intentionally. Post Office Square in Boston and its traffic
Diversity
We are living in a much more diversified world than our ancestors did. We
no longer live in those periods in which there is only one monarch who
dictated how the city was planned, one school of aesthetics that told us
what was beautiful and what was not, or one single way to go from point
A to point B. Everything we are in contact with is much more complex
anddiversified: there are more fields of jobs, more ethnic groups living
together, more conflicting interests and more opinions on everything. We
live in a society with multiple identities and a much higher degree of
tolerance towards others' interests. Moreover, anything we or other people
choose today could very well change by tomorrow in this fast-paced
world. This attitude has led our society to demand a much more open and
flexible environment.
To portray a coherent identity, formal squares are often controlled or
limited in terms of what is allowed to happen there. They do not have the
same level of diversity as intersections, which are much less restricted. As
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completely public spaces, street intersections are much less vulnerable
than squares in regard to being controlled by one single party. They are the
collective efforts of many individuals with different interests.
Intensity
With the increasing complexity of the way we function, we demand
services, products and experiences that are condensed and ready to be
consumed. The flexibility and many facets of intersections offer such
advantages. So many different uses and layers of motions can be packed
into a small piece of land.
Great intersections are destinations where people can visit intentionally,
bridges where people pass by on their way to somewhere else, and
transportation hubs where people disperse to other places. Take Times
Square as an example. People can use its nearby transportation facilities,
visit its many theaters, check out the stock prices and the latest shows on
NBC or just pass by the major roads that cross there. The degree of
intensity and porosity is unrivaled.
Commercialism
Commercialism also has a major role in changing the city form. As
commercial competitions become more and more fierce, marketing
becomes a very systematic field of study that demands a high level of
efficiency. Merchants know how to fully make use of every single resource
they have to produce the largest gains. In terms of location, intersections
are obvious treasures, for their high accessibility, visibility and heavy load
of both pedestrian and vehicular traffic. They become the obvious choices
of powerful corporations to establish their presence.
Just as powerful families or monarchs in the past decorated their favorite
squares as lavishly as possible, commercial corporations furnish their
establishment as elaborately as possible to beat their opponents. Tokyo's
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Ginza district and Las Vegas are prime examples of commercialism
pushed to the extreme, where commercial signs become the architecture.
Intersections offer a high degree of visibility and freedom for these
commercials to flourish. Whether the fact that Signature Crossroads are
always bound to commercialism is good or not is not the issue of debate in
this thesis, but such a relation is definitely a notable trend in our urban
environment.
The Era of Signature Crossroads
Signature Crossroads is more like a revival of an old and primitive urban
form than a new breed of space. Before the idea of developing formal
squares was well established, busy activities seemed to accumulate quite
naturally at intersections. The "unconscious" making of a space, out of the
"unawareness" of how to make one, seems like a coincidence with the
"practicality" of our current times, when "over-awareness" of making a
space usually leads to superficial products that are not well used.
Does Signature Crossroads work only for those cities that do not have a
long urban design tradition and so they could only come up with the most
primitive and "unthoughtful" space as their identities? Does Signature
Crossroads work only for those cities that are so immersed in
commercialism that they do not know how to appreciate formal squares?
This is hard to tell. While many Signature Crossroads do work very well in
so-called "commercial" and "newer" cities like New York, Hong Kong
and Tokyo, they do not work exclusively in these cities. They do appear in
historic cities like London. This thesis, however, will not attempt to define
whether such "exclusivity" applies to Signature Crossroads.
By showing one case study of probably the most famous Signature
Crossroads, Times Square, we will gain some insights on whether
Signature Crossroads is just a haphazard crash of functions or a rational
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assemblage that grows and evolves according to our changing
environment.
1 Zucker, pp. 234 - 235.
2 Kostof, The City Assembled. pp. 181
3 Anderson, pp. 211.
4 Kostof, The City Assembled. pp. 181
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Chapter 3 : Types of Intersections
Intersections do not come in a single mold. They come in many types so
that there is a need for a categorization system to distinguish the
differences among all of them. The problem here is what kind of
categorization system should be adapted to distinguish intersections based
on their most important characteristics.
There are several methods that could be the possibilities of categorization.
One possible criterion is function. Intersections could be separated by the
kinds of functions of the streets that lead to them: residential/residential,
commercial/residential, commercial/commercial, etc. This system,
however, unless used by economists, does not have much application in
this thesis.
Another possible method of categorization is by the date of the making of
the intersections. For instance, intersections that belong to the Medieval
Age are very different from those produced in the Baroque period like
those found in Haussmann's Paris, not just in the form but also the basic
transportation requirements and the intention of production. The drawback
of this system, however, is that intersections often go through many stages
of changes, in form, in function and in significance. Even if we find some
"pure" examples of intersections that have gone through little alteration
since their birth, they may not be the sole representatives of their
respective eras and the system would lose its relevance.
To devise the best categorization system for the cases of intersections in
this thesis, we have to look at the most important issues that make
intersections different from squares or streets. Intersections are dictated by
flows of traffic, which are directional. They must also have points of focus
which give them a sense of place.
After we understand this fundamental criterion, we can come up with two
criteria of intersections: shape and focus. Shape determines the flow of
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traffic, which is the primary function of intersections. Focus, therefore, is
the product of the flows of traffic but it does not mean the literal center
where the streets meet, but the area which stands out from others as a
result of the convergence of the streets. The focus, as a result of the shapes
of the junction, could then take over and define the whole identity of the
intersection.
Besides the basic types of intersections which are listed here, there is an
associated form or variation for each of these types: intersections that have
a formal public space attached to them (a few examples of these variations
will be included in the descriptions of each type.) An important distinction
has to be made between public squares with important streets attached and
intersections with public squares attached. The former is place-generated.
The most important issue is the making of a public gathering place, with
convenient accessibility using existing streets or newly made ones. The
streets of junctions are only there to supplement the squares. The latter is
traffic-generated. The public squares that are attached are either added to
the important intersections or planned with the streets in advance, but
traffic is still the primary driving force.
The following illustrations show the five general types of intersections. A
more detailed description of each type and some of its examples will be
given in the following pages.
T-Shaped Acute Radial IrregularPerpendicular
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Perpendicular
The "king" of all intersections, the
perpendicular formation is the most
common form of intersections in our
world of gridiron cities. The idea of
having two thoroughfares crossing 0 0
each other at right angle has been so
important in civilization that it 0 0
occurred independently as the
foundation of city planning in both the
Western and the Eastern World.
In the West, it was the Greeks who first used grids in a systematic manners
(the use of grids have been found in the archaeological sites of
Mesopotamia, but it was uncoordinated and probably not a formal
planning unit for cities.1) As early as 7th Century B.C., the grid appeared as
a planning device in Sicily and had been the standard for many Greek
towns like Miletus in contemporary Turkey. The grid found in these cities
has been very uniform in terms of layout. It was the Roman grid that
emphasized a hierarchy by the use of cardo maximus and decumanus
maximus, which were the main north-south and east-west axes that anchor
the city.
In the East, the idea of using perpendicular axes as a hierarchical system
could be found most noticeably in Chang'an (called Xian in modern times)
of China.. Here, the use of axes carried a more symbolic and political
meaning and the north-south one had to do with the cosmological order, as
Kostof Spiro mentions:
The earth in Chinese cosmology was a stable cube; the heavens were
round. Space was conceived of as a series of imbricated squares, at the
center of which lay the capital of the empire strictly oriented to the
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points of the compass. And in the fulcrum of the capital, the imperial
palace commanded the main north-south axis, facing southward...2
The axes, thus, became very important both symbolically and functionally.
Since Ancient Chinese cities did not emphasize public squares, all public
life was found on streets. As one could imagine that the axes were the
places that everything happened; and the intersections of such axes carry a
tremendous amount of significance and they could be the ancestors of
Signature Crossroads of today.
Formally speaking, the most important characteristics of perpendicular
intersections is their "fairness." By crossing two streets at right angles,
four equal parcels are created and none, given no other condition applies,
dominates any other. Even though there is a geometrical focus at the center
of the intersection, the fact that nothing except traffic happens there
minimizes its significance as the focus of the intersections. With the lack
of a real focus, perpendicular intersections are always seem to be "in
motion" that it has the least grounds among all types to portray a sense of
place.
The Ginza district in Tokyo belongs to such category. Without a formal
plaza, the busy shopping district centers at a perpendicular junction, with
department stores and transit stops
being its focus. The bustle of the
intersection does not rely on any
special form but on the visual images
produced by the buildings around it
and the functions that draw the people.
It is not in the same "artistic" category /
as in other historic European cities, but
it certainly portray a different kind of
aesthetics.
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T-Shaped
T-shaped intersections differ from
perpendicular ones in that one flow of gg
traffic stops and discontinues its original
passage at the junction. The traffic in that
flow either has to change direction or enter
whatever is built in front of it. This
discontinuity creates an imbalance among
the parcels of land. The area near the point at which the flow of traffic
ends suddenly gains a significant amount of importance over other areas.
The experience of pedestrians or motorists going through this kind of
intersection would be different too, depending on which routes they are
following. For those using the street that stops at the intersection, they
would feel they have arrived at a destination, a terminus. On the other
hand, those using the other continuous street would feel not much different
at the intersecting point, as their passage is unobstructed.
An example of the T-Shaped intersection in
U.S. is the Park Avenue/ 4 2 th Street in New
York. As one travels down the broad Park
Avenue, the Grand Central Terminal is the
end piece which can be seen from a long
distance away. The sense of approaching
something important is almost inevitable. If
one travels along 42 Street instead,
Grand Central terminal virtually no special sense is felt at all.
The T-Shaped formation does not have to be exactly "T-shaped." The only
requirement is that it should portray the idea that one street ends and splits
into (or merges with) two or more other streets. The most common variant
is the "Y-Shaped" formation like the point where Porta Pia meets Via XX
Septembre in Rome.
__M
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The T-Shaped formation is not as common as the Perpendicular because it
suggests an "end" or an "edge," and thus it cannot be applied as frequently
as Perpendicular can be. Its rarity, therefore, could make it stand apart and
potentially make it more likely to become a Signature Crossroads in the
sense of creating a special moment.
Piazza Giovanni Bovio (Napoli)
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Acute
While similar to the Perpendicular
intersections in that two continuous
flows of traffic intersect and then go
on their original paths, the big
difference in acute intetsections is that
the flows are not at right angle to each
other. This creates an imbalance. The
parcel has been "squeezed" into a
narrow triangle between the incoming
streets is somewhat awkward to
develop, whereas its counterpart, the
parcel with the obtuse angle feels more
like a continuous strip instead of a
corner piece.
The diagram, if pushed to an extreme (making the acute angle close to
zero,) could be regarded as two almost parallel streets approaching each
other until they meet at a crosshair and then depart; in this case the obtuse
parcel is practically a continuous strip without any alteration, while the
acute part is really a thin line that separates the two streets. The focus of
this kind of intersection, therefore, is on the acute parcel because it is
formed by the squeeze of the two incoming streets, and the fact that it
becomes narrower and narrower as the streets approach the junction is
very dramatic. By the same token, the obtuse part is much less dramatic
because the segment where the two streets change places is hardly
noticeable. The bigger the difference between the acute and obtuse angle,
the more contrast there will be between the two is in terms of importance.
Of course, in most circumstances the difference of angles in an
intersection is not as great as a zero-to-180 case, but is more likely to be a
45-to-135 or 30-to-150 situation, in which the acute site is usually
occupied by an odd triangular building in contrast to the normal ones on
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the other side of the street. An interesting question arises here: why would
a junction, so awkward in terms of convenience for development, exist
when the regular perpendicular junctions work better?
There are two primary situations that could explain the phenomenon. The
first case is a contradictory and usually forced situation which usually
marks the different phases and different considerations of a city's
development. The city may have a major thoroughfare before any
systematic planning takes place. Afterwards, an orthogonal grid is imposed
to give the city an order which seldom goes along with the orientation of
the original spine. The spine, however, is so important that it is not
possible to destroy it and build another one. In that case, the spine and the
new grid have to exist together on the same plane with awkward cuts.
The opposite case, in which the grid exists first and the spine cuts through
it at a weird angle, exists too. The famous case is Broadway of New York.
Originally planned to conform to the grid, Broadway was suddenly
diverted by some political reasons and now cuts diagonally across the
rectangular grid, creating many acute intersections on its way up north. It
is a special case by itself, with no other accompanying streets. The basis
that formed the grid is different and independent from the one that
ultimately produced Broadway. The two systems just exist together in a
somewhat contradictory and unintended circumstance.
On the other hand, the existence of acute intersections could be the result
of an intentional and totally planned situation. This has to do with the
increasing role of the street as the dominant element, as presented in the
quotation by Zucker earlier.
"The Grand Manner," most noticeable in Paris, gives streets their ultimate
dominance over city blocks and squares. Streets cut through city blocks as
if they did not exist to achieve an impressive master plan. The so-called
"Baroque Diagonals" were important gestures in cities like Paris and
L'Enfant's Washingtion D.C. and heavily endorsed by Daniel Burnham,
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the apostle of the City Beautiful, that they prevent congestion by dividing
and segregating traffic, get people to the center as quickly as possible and
divert unnecessary traffic from the center. 3
Of course, regardless of all the advantages proposed, the disadvantage of
diagonals is that they create triangular blocks that are hard to subdivide
and occupy. While this situation might be inconvenient for the traditional
developers, it gives rise to special moments like the way Broadway does
whenever it runs into an north-south avenue, creating places like Union
Square, Herald Square and Times Square.
Even though acute intersections exist in abundance in Washingtion D.C.
and Paris, very few of them become Signature Crossroads, places where
the focus is. This is because diagonals are usually used with formal
squares to achieve "The Grand Manner." In that case, it is the squares that
attract all the attentions while the diagonals and the acute intersections
they create sit quietly as supplements. It is in those places like New York
when formal squares are not dominant elements do acute intersections
have a chance to stand out as becoming important places.
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A section of Washington D.C with an abundance of acute blocks.
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Radial
Radial intersections are junctions where
multiple streets converge to a single
central point, which gives radial
intersections the most distinctive and
dominant focus among all the other
formations. The "bull's eye", where all
the streets meet theoretically, is the
engine that drives everything around it.
This situation is unlike that of other formations, in which the point where
the streets meet is nothing more than an exchange place while their foci lie
at one of the building blocks around the junctions. In the case of radial
intersections, the center is the focus.
Radial-concentric schemes for convergent traffic have been in use since
the Middle Ages in numerous towns with central markets. The radial
scheme was also well endorsed as a defense strategy for fortifications. It
was, however, the widespread acceptance of the coach as a transportation
means in the 17 century and the Baroque city planning practice that
pushed radial intersections to a higher level.
The introduction of coaches made the narrow and crooked streets that had
been existing in most European cities inconvenient for traffic. Not only did
streets have to made wider and straighter, but they demanded a more
coherent system of roadways and radial schemes seem to be a perfect fit
since radial streets brought all traffic to a central point and then dispersed
the traffic to whatever direction they were heading towards. Concurrently,
the idea of Baroque planning was being glorified in France (earlier in Italy)
which produced tree-lined axes like the Champs-Elysees, formal
residential squares like Place de la Concorde and roundabouts like Place
de l'Etoile, all to express the supreme power of the monarchy.
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Place de l'Etoile, where the Arc de Triomphe stands, is probably the most
famous radial intersection in the world. Its sunburst of twelve streets
which includes an unhindered view all the way down the Champs-Elysees,
is extremely impressive as an artifact. While Place de l'Etoile is the
extreme example of radial intersections, many other similar junctions
portray a strong sense of monumentality that they stand apart from other
intersections, making them less "organic" and more "artificial."
The fact that all incoming traffic has to be resolved around a single point
leaves the focus of radial intersections almost inaccessible to pedestrians
and only memorial architecture seem to make sense to occupy the center.
Therefore, almost all radial intersections includes a circle of traffic which
revolves around a so-called plaza with some sort of fountains, columns,
arches or their likes.
Place ae I 'toule.
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Not all radial intersections have a monument at their centers, though. Place
de l'Opera in Paris is an exception. Although it is a totally designed
artifact, the point where the eight streets converge does not have any
significant moment. Instead, the focus is left for one of the building
blocks, like many T-Shaped and Acute intersections, at the end of the Rue
de l'Opera where the Opera House sits. Such radial intersections do
present a different feeling from their counterparts with a central focus for
the pedestrians. More emphasis could be shifted to the buildings that
frame the junctions, making the place less "overwhelming" and more
"accessible."
Place de l'Opera.
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Irregular
As the name implies, irregular
intersections neither conform a specific 0
geometry, nor converge to an obvious
point. They are like a "bunch of
spaghetti" meshed together, somehow
forming a network which bound an area
which could be called the intersection.
Since they do not have a distinctive shape and focus, their area is harder to
define than others.
Irregular intersections are mostly the product of past history and can
seldom be found in modem city planning process. Those that exist today
have survive a long history of developments, probably with many different
networks applied onto them throughout time. Therefore, the focus of
irregular intersections are mostly driven by the historical significance of
the surrounding components, instead of a predictable source that could
easily be noticed on a plan.
A good example is the Piccadilly Circus in London. The three main streets
(plus other minor ones) that arrive at the junction, namely Regent Street,
Shaftsbury Avenue and Piccadilly, do not converge to a single point. They
overlap one another in a
uncoordinated way that islands Per,
were formed in the space that is
bounded between the roads. A
hierarchy is hard to detect because
there seems to be no one dominant - f P -pie vo,,
street, space or building. The case
of Piccadilly Circus will be .
discussed in more details later in MLA
this thesis. %A
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The complexity of irregular intersections, with a network that was laid out
hundreds of years ago and a traffic demand that is applied on top today,
makes them very rich in character, even though that of a not very efficient
one. Irregular intersections usually give an impression of chaos because of
its unsystematic and inefficient handling of traffic. Moreover, the
possibility of having multiple foci could make a visitor feel disoriented. It
is unfair, however, to judge the value of irregular intersections based on
the criteria we use to judge other intersections. Each type of intersection is
unique in the sense that each provide a different feeling in different
context with its respective historical background. Piccadilly Circus might
not have the attractiveness it has today if it was designed, say, in a regular
right-angle formation.
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There are a lot of cases which are difficult to categorize. For example,
Piazza del Popolo in Rome looks like a Radiant formation at first glance
because Via del Corso, Via del Babuino and Via del Ripetta all converges
to the same point. Yet, the lack of such convergence on the other side of
the piazza makes the whole place more like a T-Shaped formation. The
ambiguity (in terms of function) of the piazza makes it tough to say
whether the space is a big junction, a parking lot or gathering space.
Nonetheless, the categorization system
utilized here is not intended to make a
clear cut definition for every single
important intersection in the world. A
lot of junctions, in fact, are the
combinations of several types. After
all, the interesting thing about
Signature Crossroads is that they have
multiple identities and are the results
of overlapping elements. Any hard
edge, homogeneous categorization
would reduce their rich characters. Piazza di Popolo in Rome
'Kostof, The City Shaped, pp. 104.
2 Kostof, The City Shaped, pp. 174.
3 Kostof, The City Shaped, pp. 234.
Part 11
Times Square
If one and only one example could be selected to represent Signature
Crossroads, it has to be Times Square. This section will investigate the
history and the different qualities that Times Square possess, from formal
aspects to visual elements, that make it such an unique place. A few more
examples will be described briefly to offer a balance in this study of
Signature Crossroads.
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When Edward Bernays located his publicity firm in Times Square at the
close of World War I, he thought of it as "the center of the universe."
Allowing for Bernays's cosmic exaggeration, there is some truth to his
claim.
- William R. Taylor, in Inventing Times Square.
If one and only one example can be selected to represent Signature
Crossroads, it has to be Times Square. From its international fame as the
capital of theaters to its identity as the symbol for New York City, from its
sea of traffic to its jungle of neon lights, Times Square excels in every
aspect that defines Signature Crossroads.
Known as the most important entertainment district in New York, Times
Square is not actually a square but an area which centers on the acute
intersection of Broadway and 7th Avenue and spans from 42 Street to
4 9 th Street. Besides its many theaters, Times Square is clustered with
dozens of souvenir shops and fast-food restaurants. All these, however,
seem secondary in importance compared to the exuberant display of neon
lights and signboards, whose vibrancy and colors could not be reproduced
in this static and monochromic thesis.
Large-scale commercial signs dominate Times Square so much that
visitors can see them before they are even close to the place. Decorated
with 40-foot high advertisements all along their heights, the two towers at
the acute ends of the place anchor Times Square. These literal "signposts"
can be seen even from the end of 7 th Avenue at the Central Park and they
serve as orientation icons, like the Eiffel Tower in Paris or the Big Ben in
London, to lead visitors to their domain.
Once visitors enter the area of Times Square, they are bombarded with
dozens of other signs: from the yellow Hertz to the red Virgin Records;
from the revolving All-Stars Caf6 marquee to the flashing Morgan Stanley
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stock-ticker; from the long time veteran opera Les Miserables to the latest
movie being shown nearby. The spectacle of signs is unmatched by any
other place in New York and most cities in the world.
Besides being the showcase of commercials, Times Square is the hub of
the city served by three subway lines and the nearby Port Authority Bus
Terminal and Grand Central Station. It sees thousands of vehicles passing
through the intersection
of Broadway and 7th
Avenue. The continuous
flow of vehicular traffic
coexists with the crowd
of office workers and
tourists every day.
With the big and flashy
signs overlooking and the
fast and non-stop traffic
passing by, visitors
cannot help but feel both
a strong sense of "transit"
and "destination" at the
same time. Such dual
sensations are what
Signature Crossroads is
all about.
What makes Times
Times Square at night. Square a Signature
Crossroads? There are
obviously a lot of factors that work together to produce what it is today:
accessibility, the nature of its commercial establishments, its visual
images, its relatively safe coexistence of pedestrians and vehicles and its
geometry are all parts but not exclusive forces that shape it.
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Before we go into all these forces, we have to realize that there must be a
foundation that gave rise to all of them. We have to go back to the
beginning of the development of Times Square to see what made the place
a breeding ground for all the colors and lights it possesses.
The plan of Manhattan and the location of Times Square.
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An axonometric drawing of Times Square and its environs.
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The Beginning of Times Square and Its Three Streets
Before the name of Times Square arrived, the same area bounded by
Broadway, 7th Avenue and 4 2nd Street was known as Longacre Square, an
area used for carriage shops. In the late 19th Century, the area was
becoming busier and busier as developments were being pushed up along
Broadway. Entertainment businesses began to cluster around the area,
which had a lot to do with the importance of the three streets that converge
into Longacre.
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"For much of its history, Broadway was New York," said Eric Homberger,
the author of The Historical Atlas of New York City.2 Its length spans from
Bowling Green at the south end of Lower Manhattan all the way up north
to Bronx. However, it is more than its length that made Broadway famous.
Its fame is the combined result of its place in the history of the city, its
functional popularity and its special urban form.
Broadway existed since Dutch New
Amsterdam, when it was called "De
Heere Straet." It was the thoroughfare
that connected the market and Fort
Amsterdam at the south tip to the north
gate at the current Wall Street. After the
British took over, the renamed Broadway
remained to be the cardo of the town
(there was no decumanus, though.) It
continued to be the unbroken spine for
the town as it expanded up north in a
irregular pattern. In 1806, the city
decided that its new expansion up north
would follow a rectangular grid.
While peculiarity which did not follow the grid system such as Greenwich
Village occurred, basically everything past Houston Street fell into the
rectangular grid pattern. All the "Streets" were perpendicular to the
"Avenues." Every single road practically looked the same as the other,
except Broadway. The 1811 Commissioners' plan envisaged Broadway
merging with the Bowery at 14th Street, making Fourth Avenue the main
north-south route. However, a landowner with connections was able to
have the route of Broadway shifted to the northwest, having it cut through
all the regular blocks on its way up north to Kingsbridge3 . While this
weird move broke the regularity of New York grids, it made Broadway
stood out from all other routes in a sea of rectangles.
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The most important elements that made Broadway world-famous were its
theaters. Bowery Theater opened in 1826 near Canal Street. Soon,
numerous theaters opened their doors along Broadway going-north. And as
developments moved north, almost every point where Broadway cut an
avenue became significant in their respective eras. It was the opening of
the IRT subway in 1904, which ran under Broadway from the Battery to
145t Street, that made dozens of theaters settled in the area around
Longarce Square, the
intersection of Broadway and 7t
Avenue. With an abundance of
theaters, Broadway has since
been synonymous with
theatrical entertainment.
Broadway in 1836
4 2 nd Street was another spine of development happening at the same time
in the beginning of the 2 0 th Century. With an already established garment
district to its west, its presence on the east side are anchored by the New
York Public Library and Grand Central Station. The editor of the Real
Estate Record in 1900 even announced that the future development of
rapid transit could only make the neighborhood of 4 2nd Street much more
valuable for the purposes of retail trade and amusement. 4
7' Avenue, while carrying the heaviest load of traffic among the three
today, seemed to have the least important role in making Times Square
important. Basically, every north-south avenue in Manhattan is important
thoroughfare and each of them has had significant moments with
Broadway. Union Square at 4t Avenue, Madison Square at 5th Avenue and
Herald Square at 6 Avenue are all predecessors of Times Square at 7th
Avenue, each started out as important residential areas, then the shopping
district with the finest stores, and finally the City's entertainment center.5
7th Avenue just happened to be there when the IRT arrived as major
developments were progressing up to that point.
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Union Square, Madison Square and Herald Square are the predecessors of Times Square
in the development of Broadway.
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The Arrival of Times Tower
While the development along Broadway gave birth to another area that
succeeded Herald Square, Madison Square and Union Square, it was the
construction of the headquarters of New York Times, however, that gave
the place immortality. It was by no coincidence that Adolph Ochs, the
publisher of New York Times, chose that area as the new home for his
newspaper when the City built a subway station there. Seeing that
Longacre was drawing more and more people, the City recognized the
need for a rapid transit system to alleviate increasing traffic difficulties. In
the early 20th Century, the Interborough Rapid Transit Company (IRT)
created New York City's first subway line.
Ochs, noticing the new boom in
trade was moving into midtown
Manhattan, needed the new rapid
transit system to aid in the speedy
delivery of his newspaper. After
considering many sites, he
purchased the strange triangle in the
middle of Longacre and built the
second tallest building in New
York at the time. With the
convergence of three major streets,
the shifting of the entertainment
center and the establishment of one
of the most powerful institution, it
was just a formality to give the area
immortality. In 1904, the name
"Times Square" was officially
recognized by the City and the
world.
The Times Tower.
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Less than nine months later, on the New Year's Eve preceding 1905,
fireworks started off the tradition of celebrating New Year at Times
Square. It was probably the event that turned Times Square into the "main
gathering place" of the city, as the night was described on the paper next
morning:
Never was a New Year's Eve more joyously celebrated. The streets
were crowded almost as darkness set in. Broadway seemed the
thoroughfare to which all faces turned, and about every man, woman,
and child who put foot upon the street at one time or another during the
evening, visiting ts child who put foot upon the street at one time or
another during the evening, visiting Times Square. As early as nine
o'clock the square was packed, and when the time approached when
another year should be inscribed upon the century book, the crush was
so great that progress was well nigh impossible in any direction.6
In 1910, the Times started another tradition which developed into the
predominant image of Times Square today. The newspaper staff posted
round-by-round bulletins of a boxing match on a second-floor window and
about 30,000 people gathered to
follow the match. In 1919, an electric
scoreboard was installed to inform
the crowds of the outcome of the
Baseball World Series. In 1928, the
Times inaugurated a sophisticated
electric board that announced the
news in a ribbon of flashing lights,
which brought in a new technique in
electric display, opened a new age of
light in Times Square and revived the
spirit of the traditional square as a
disseminator of news.
The News Ribbon.
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During WWI, crowds gathered to follow the latest reports from the
European frontlines and watched entertainment that was provided at the
square to boost war-time spirits. The 1932 Presidential Election brought in
thousands of people to follow the returns which led Franklin Roosevelt to
the White House. The 1945 post-WWII celebration was probably the
Square's greatest event. When the news of the Japanese surrender
flickered around the news ribbon, a shout went up among the 750,000
people who gathered at Times Square that could be heard up to Columbus
Circle and down to Herald Square. For hours after the announcement, two
million people were packed solidly from 4 0th to 4 8th Street between 6t and
8"' Avenue, celebrating the end of the war.7
The existence of the Times
and the revival of using a
public place to spread news
gave Times Square an
extremely high symbolic
meaning as people always
associated it with important
events. If it were some other
institutions other than the
newspaper giant who
occupied the place, this
intersection might be just
another traffic junction in
New York.
A large crowd celebrated at Times Square after
WWI.
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Times Square as the Entertainment Center
While Times Tower gave the square special moments by initiating
memorable events, it was the entertainment businesses that supported the
day-to-day life of Times Square.
As mentioned earlier, Times Square was the latest entertainment center
after Herald Square as Broadway moved upward. The timing of the
opening of the subway was essential to attracting many theaters to move
into the relatively new area. The Hotel Astor and the Olympic theater were
two of the first to settled in the area in the beginning of the century. Many
more theaters and nightclubs followed the trend, either opening along the
avenues or the side streets during the 1910s and 1920s, which were the
boom years for live entertainment.
The Great Depression marked the decline of not only Times Square, but
the whole entertainment industry. Many theaters closed their doors due to
the unfavorable economy and later being converted to movie houses,
which became the competitors of the surviving theaters.
In the 1950s, with the combination of the growing popularity of television,
the trend of the population to move to suburbs and the imagined threat of
Communism, people were less interested in the lavish entertainment that
had been so readily available at Times Square.8 The amber bulbs of the
news ribbon on Times Tower still flashed the latest headlines, but people
would rather stay home and followed the news through the tube.
In the late 60s and early 70s came a more tolerant attitude toward
pornography. Times Square, with its share of prostitution for a long time,
opened itself to a wider range of related businesses. Like most other red
light districts, Times Square was taken up by prostitutes, drug dealers,
runaways, derelicts and the likes in nighttime. The image of Times Square
as a prestigious theater district had been totally downgraded to one of
crimes, drugs and illicit sex.
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In the 1980s, proposals to revitalize Times Square and its surrounding area
like the 42"d Street Development Project Design Guidelines and the
Midtown Development Report were made. New office buildings were
constructed and some historic theaters were renovated. New businesses
like Marriot Hotel and, the latest, Virgin Megastore, moved into the
Square. Today, Times Square seems to regain some of its vibrancy in the
past.
These functions around Times Square are as important as, if not more
important than, the visual elements and the form of the Square itself.
Herald Square, which is located a few blocks away from Times Square,
has similar form. The lack of similar functions to those of Times Square,
however, makes Herald Square a very different and much less vibrant
place.
The Ginza District in Tokyo, without any special form like that of Times
Square, manages to become a Signature Crossroads because of its
abundance of retails and the colorful imagery they produce. Therefore, the
function of being an entertainment district and the surrounding facilities
that support it has a vital part in Times Square.
' Taylor, pp. xi.
2 Homberger, pp. 166.
3 Homberger, pp. 167
4 Blackmar, in Taylor, pp. 51.
5 Stone, pp. 4.
6 Stone, pp. 102.
7 Stone, pp. 125.
8 Stone, pp. 129.
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While the dual characteristics of Times Square as both a "destination" (for
its entertainment and symbolism) and a "transit" (for its being a hub and
its accessibility) is most driven by functions instead of architectural forms,
its geometry certainly has a part in enhancing that characteristics.
The sense of "destination" is usually associated with "static", "enclosure"
and "inwardness." The sense of "transit", on the other hand, is associated
with "dynamic", "openness" and "outwardness." Is there any hint in the
geometry of Times Square that could contribute to both?
The Length/Width Ratio
The Length/Width Ratio (L/W ratio), or the proportion between the
longest dimension and the shortest dimension, could tell how "static" or
how "dynamic" a space is. A circle or a square, with a L/W ratio of 1,
portrays the strongest sense of stability. On the other hand, a rectangle,
with a larger L/W ratio, portrays a sense of movement.
The area covered by Times Square spans from 43rd Street to 47 Street
(even though it officially starts from the 4 2nd Street, the section between
4 2nd and 4 3rd where Times Tower used to occupy, is more like an edge
than part of the square) and forms a "bow tie" shape. The length is ???. the
widest part of the square (at both ends) covers about 210 feet from
property line to property line. The narrowest part (in the middle) has a
width of only 105 feet, twice as narrow as the widest part. If we take the
halfway point between the narrowest and widest part as the average width
of the square, then the L/W ratio is slightly more than 6 to 1.
In the following graph, the L/W ratios of various squares and streets are
shown. We could see that the L/W ratio of Times Square exceeds that of
almost every plazas plotted. There are other examples of elongated
squares. Piazza Navona has a length-width ratio of about 4.5 to 1.
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Louisburg Square of Boston has a ratio of slightly less than 3 to 1. Piazza
della Erbe in Verona has a ratio of 4 to 1. Most squares, however, have a
much smaller length/width ratio.
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Wenceslas Square
Times Square
Piazza della Erbe
"Bank" Crossing
Place de l'Opera
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Apparently, there is an advantage of making squares more "square" and
"fat" than "long" and "thin." For one thing, the feeling of "togetherness" is
much stronger in a "rounder" square than a elongated one. As a "theatrical
stage," round square definitely does much better than a long strip since
more people could what is happening at one central spot easier. The
exceptions are parades and marathons, when the "performance" moves
continuously through a strip of people. In that case, the street, an elongated
urban element, does much better than the square.
If we look at Avenue des Champs-Elysees, Paseo de Gracia or even
Wenceslas Square in Prague (which is essentially a wide street), the L/W
ratios are much higher. These are the "flowing spaces", places where
activities flow continuously down the length but yet could be felt as
unified.
We could notice that Times Square falls between the region that we
normally considered "squares" and the region that we considered "streets."
As a gathering place, Times Square seems too long to convey a sense of
centrality. Yet, as a transition point where things keep flowing down the
stream, Times Square seems too short to convey a sense of continuity. It is
the question of "half-filled" or "half-empty" glass of water. Instead of
saying Times Square does not belong to either category, we should say the
opposite: it carries the characters of both and do well as both. Times
Square is long enough to portray a sense of movement yet is short enough
to portray a sense of togetherness.
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Square or Street (City) Length/Width Ratio Wall/Opening Ratio
Place de l'Etoile (Paris) 1.00 0.61
Nathan / Argyle (Hong Kong) 1.00 1.00
Ginza 4-chome (Tokyo) 1.00 1.00
Amalienborg (Copenhagen) 1.00 5.55
Plaza Mayor (Salamanca) 1.03 0o
Place Vendome (Paris) 1.12 11.50
Piazza Signorina (Verona) 1.90 7.43
Campidoglio (Rome) 1.25 2.10
Campo (Siena) 1.35 12.85
Plaza Mayor (Madrid) 1.32 00
Piccadilly Circus (London) 1.47 2.45
Rockefeller Center (New York) 1.75 2.10
Piazza della Signoria (Florence) 1.76 6.30
Place de l'Opera (Paris) 2.60 1.62
Louisburg Square (Boston) 3.00 3.00
"Bank" Station (London) 3.60 2.67
Piazza della Erbe (Verona) 4.22 4.63
Piazza Navona (Rome) 4.56 14.50
Scollay Square (Boston) 6.00 1.85
Times Square (New York) 6.28 1.84
Piazza di Spagna (Rome) 6.33 3.43
Uffizi (Florence) 8.57 5.00
Wenceslas Square (Prague) 10.35 3.60
Avenue des Champs Elysees (Paris) 14.00 4.06
Paseo de Gracia (Barcelona) 14.50 2.15
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The WallOpening Ratio
Another important aspect that we have to evaluate is the wall-to-opening
ratio. What does this mean? In many squares where the sense of enclosure
is overwhelming, it is the result of the contrast between the "grandness" of
the actual space and the "minuteness" of the entry space. Pick the Campo
of Siena as an example. The square is formed a continuous array of
building facade that surrounds fan-shaped plaza. Access to the square is
made possible by several narrow and small alleys. The intimacy and the
darkness of the entry, in contrast with the openness and the brightness of
the plaza, portrays a much stronger sense of "a different world" than if the
access consists of multiple grand streets like Place de l'Etoile, there
would be very little sense of enclosure.
By measuring the length of the building surfaces that define the place
versus the length (or width) of the opening roadways or streets, we could
obtain the Wall/ Opening (W/L) ratio. The W/L ratio could give a general
idea of how open or how enclosed a space is.
Like the previous length-width ratio, if we plot the wall-opening ratios of
various major squares and squares, we will find that Times Square, once
again, falls into the middle of the pack. That implies that Times Square, as
a plaza, is not as "tight" or as "closed" as other great squares in which the
feeling of staying there is so strong that one does not perceive continuous
movement. On the other hand, as an intersection, it is not as "ill-defined"
as some other junctions where one does not have the intention to stop.
Take the narrow ends of Times Square as example. The "tower of signs",
which defines the end of the place, occupies less than a third in terms of
the width of that end. The tower is flanked by Broadway and 7th Avenue
on both sides, whose open vista lead the eyes to a distance way beyond the
domain of the square. Yet, with the strong presence of the tower, visitors
feel that they belong to a larger system of circulation yet feel well
"protected."
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Besides quantitative comparisons with other places, the shape of Times
Square should be observed qualitatively too. The "bow-tie" shape,
belonging to the Acute Formation family, could be seen as two
"triangular" shapes with their acute ends merging with each other. The
narrow middle part at 4 5 th Street effectively separates the two squares.
Therefore, the sense of enclosure is defined by the three walls of each
individual triangle, instead of the whole "bow-tie."
When visitors stand in the middle of the upper triangle, which is called
Duffy Square officially, they could feel the triangle is itself a room, while
the lower triangle (the actual Times Square) is another separate room
which could be seen through a "slot." The quality one feels here could be
related to that of Campodoglio in Rome, whose non-parallel building
facades on both sides "bounce" visitors towards the back of the piazza,
making the space more "enclosed." While visitors feel more enclosed
because of that configuration of facades, the open end acts as the window
for the room which visitors could look out to the city. Duffy Square has
that effect too. The facades of signs on both sides "bounce" visitors toward
the center, defining the triangle as its own room. The open end acts as the
window which visitors could look at the old Times Tower at the other end.
By having this interesting configuration, Times Square at once feels
intimate yet open.
Times Square, New York
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Piazza della Erbe, Verona
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At Times Square, commercial signs are essentially everything. The colors
and flashing of the signs are what define the place. Buildings become
secondary, serving only as structures on which signs are affixed. Because
of the temporary nature of the signs and the messages they portray, Times
Square is always changing, displaying what is the trendiest and the most
powerful.
Since the introduction of neon lights as commercial signs in the late 19 th
century, a new kind of commercial aesthetics was brought into our living
environment, as O.J.Gude, an entrepreneur, once wrote of electrical
signboards:
... literally forces its announcement on the vision of the uninterested as
well as the interested passerby... Signboards are so placed that
everybody must read them, and absorb them, and absorb the
advertiser's lesson willingly or unwillingly...
The more aggressive nature of signboards compared to regular building
facades matches not only Times Square, but Signature Crossroads in
general since it represents the diversity and intensity of commercial
competitions so prevalent in our society.
Soon after the opening of the Times Square subway station, the neon lights
of the "Great White Way" (the nickname for Broadway, for its abundance
of commercial lights) had extended to the area. In 1916, a zoning law
permitted full-scale building of giant billboards, which launched an
advertising battle at Times Square, in which "advertising magnates
battle[d] like Vikings for strategic locations."2
Times Square began to be transformed. Instead of a place where signs
were only advertising local theaters and services in the area, it became a
showcase for the advertisements of businesses that had nothing to do with
the place. This marked an important shift of the very idea of the place.
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Instead of a highly localized theater district, Times Square was moving
toward becoming a battleground of images that broke the physical
boundaries of distance. The signs were not talking about the substance
within the square only. They were relating to ideas and images that had a
much higher impact than the square itself could handle.
National enterprises like Wrigley Spearmint Gum, General Motors, Dodge
Brothers and others built giant signs at one time or other. Many of these
signs were not only huge, but they were colorful and could even moved. In
1922, a sign ordinance, actually a compromise between different groups,
was passed so that electric signs were restricted on 5 th Avenue and some
other places, but allowed to flourish at Times Square without no limit, as
William Leach wrote:
In this space, businessmen did what they wanted with the commercial
aesthetics. Here commodity fetishes --- the disembodied icons of
national corporations and chain theaters -- could float freely in a
glittering nocturnal void.3
This sarcastic statement does certainly apply to Times Square even today,
when our social status quo is very much different from that of several
hundred years ago. Though ironic, the signs themselves present both the
dual character of "transit" and "destination" which this paper seeks to
discover in the Square itself.
Temporary, superficial and standing for messages
that might change the next day, those commercial
signs represent the ultimate sense of "transit."
Nobody is sure when they will be taken down and
replaced by those of their rivals. While colorful and
brilliant, they can hardly strike any deep emotion in
anybody's mind. On the other hand, their lavishness
and degree of elaboration does capture one's
imagination and attention for a brief moment, and
that may be all that they are intended to do. They
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represent the instant when they are the brightest, and that is how they
present the sense of "destination."
Although appearing to be chaotic, the clustering of the signs conforms to a
descending order of scale in three layers. The first layer comprises of those
signs found on the "bookend" towers at both ends of Times Square.
Because of their sizes and heights of placements, they can be seen from a
long distance away. Using the Campo of Siena as an analogy, these signs
are just like the torre, which stands out from the rest of the buildings and
acts as the icon by which people identify the place and orient themselves.
The gigantic ITT electronic screen at the top of the tower at the south end
of the Square, for example, is just like the torch at a lighthouse as it flashes
commercials and other messages continuously. At the opposite end, the
advertisement for Samsung uses the "rudimentary" technology of fading
neon lights, which also make itself highly visible for any visitor who is
several blocks away. As visitors are approaching Times Square along 7 h
Avenue or Broadway, the tall and more monochromic buildings on both
sides frame the colorful towers just like the way framing was used during
the Renaissance, making an interesting comparison.
The framing of the signage tower...
FM
... is similar to that of the Uffizi.
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The second layer of signs emerges when one enters the realm of Times
Square. It comprises of those signs that are several stories high and are
either set up on top of building roofs or attached to the building facades on
the two obtuse sides of the place. Using the Siena analogy again, these
signs are the building facades that define the square - best viewed from the
other side of the square for their large sizes and heights of placement.
The content of these signs varies: some boards are just neon versions of
corporate logos like the JVC and Canon signs. More boards are designer
fashions ads that are practically enlarged versions of their magazine ads,
showing models in trendy clothes. Some signs, like the AT&T globe and
the Virgin Records soda can, use three-dimensional props to make their
signs more than just a flat image. Morgan Stanley, one of the latest
players, incorporates "gimmick"
with useful information - their
giant stock-ticker is definitely an
eye-catcher without having their
logo on.
The way these signs are put up
varies too. While most signs are
either pasted onto building
surfaces or put up on top of
buildings, some signs wrap around
building corners. Therefore, not
only do the signs blur the scale by
hiding entire building facades,
they smudge the distinction between corners and edges, making the whole
vertical surface that defines the square like a smooth and free flowing
curtain that suspends itself in the air.
These signs have such an important role in defining the scale of the space
that a difference can be seen between the South Square and the North
Square. The signs at the North Square, which are more abundant, distract
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the viewers' eye from the taller buildings behind them and set up a new
horizontal that makes the scale of the section closer to the pedestrian scale.
The viewers' eye is stopped at the top of those signs, instead of the top of
the buildings behind, which are much taller. The South Square, on the
contrary, lacks the abundance of signs and it is the tall building walls that
define the space. The South Square, thus, is not only much less interesting
visually but the scale does not look as friendly as that of the north square
because the viewers' eye is drawn to the top of those thirty-story high
buildings.
Because of the signs, The north square is more livelier...
than the south square, which is almost barren.
-0
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The third layer of scale comprises of the signs below a height of around
fifteen to twenty feet. These signs, much smaller in size than those
mentioned above, are made for pedestrians on their side of the sidewalks
and function more as informational bulletins than abstract icons. They are
just like the small signs used by the caf6 at the Campo - just telling visitors
what they are.
These signs range from the ordinary
bulletins of movie theaters to the
revolving All-Stars Caf6 icon to the
little banners on lampposts. They
have much less importance than the
signs in the previous two layers in
defining the space, but they are
valuable as they fill up the pedestrian
level with colors.
Besides signs, there are miscellaneous pieces that add visual excitements
to Times Square. One of them, the sculptural decorations that line the
fence in the middle of the streets, add color to the otherwise boring fence.
Another example is the ticket booth at the north square. The ticket booth,
only about twenty feet high, is
an important piece not only
because of its function and its
role of filling up the void in
the middle of the square, but
its large-size letters: "tkts" is
so eye-catching that it makes
the booth an icon. On the
contrary, the two statues, also
in the same area, are almost
made "invisible" by the many
colors surrounding them.
The statue sighs in front of the colorful tower.
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All these visual elements cluster together to form a jungle of chaos, only to
be amplified by the addition of a sea of yellow cabs and a stream of
pedestrians. Viewed from far away, everything seems to pile up on top of
everything else that the concept of distance fades to a two-dimensional
collage of colors.
I ne many layers of materials add up to become a jungle of shapes of colors.
The dual characteristic of Times Square is extended to the signs as well.
The signs, compared to the background of buildings, seem "temporary"
and short-lived. When they are compared to the moving traffic, however,
the signs become the "permanent" setting. The characteristics of
"overlapping" and "ambiguity" of the signs are just like the way Signature
Crossroads is - crossing the boundary of being both a square and a traffic
junction.
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Paul Drake raises an important point in his article Sign Complexity and
Cohesion:
Nasar (1988) identified complexity and coherence as the two features of
signscape because of their relevance to sign control and perceived
visual quality. Complexity he defined as the amount of variation in the
scene and coherence the degree to which the scene hangs together.4
In terms of the complexity of signs, Times Square definitely has attained a
high degree: from the sizes to the colors and from the contents to the
techniques of display. In terms of coherence, the signs have also achieved
a high degree. Even though they are competing with one another, they are
geared toward a lifestyle of entertainment and push one another to a higher
degree of liveliness. To evaluate whether this judgment is correct, we
should go on to what Drake says after the above paragraph:
[The consideration of both complexity and cohesion] is relevant
because there are two human needs to be satisfied - to be involved and
to make sense. A streetscape environment must invite attention and
human involvement but also must make sense for humans to operate
within it.5
Based on this, the signs at Times Square "make sense for humans to
operate" among them because they all push the mindset toward a specific
direction of "operation" - spending money on those entertainments and
"glamorous" lifestyle.
Drake's point about complexity and cohesion is important because it
applies exactly to Signature Crossroads. They have to attain a high level of
complexity of mixing contrasts like transit and destination, daily workers
and tourists, ephemerality and permanence. They also have to attain a high
level of cohesion, devising a system of coexistence of contradicting
elements, instead of just a mindless crash of functions and users.
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Times Square in 1933
Times Square in 1950. Notice that the traffic of Broadway and 7' Avenue are separated.
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I imes 3quare today.
1William Leach, in Taylor, ed. Inventing Times Square, pp. 236.
2 Ibid, pp. 237.
3 Ibid, pp. 241.
4 Paul Drake, "Sign Complexity and Cohesion.."
5 Ibid.
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Pedestrians Versus Automobiles
The automobile greatly expands the range of the movement function,
greatly distends the spatial scale of the goal function, and may, when it
shares the same channel with small-scale modes of movement and
access such as pedestrian movement, generate environmental
incompatibilities.
- Thomas Czarnowski, The Street as a Communication Artifact]
The smooth coexistence of automobiles and pedestrians poses a stronger
need at Signature Crossroads than at most other urban forms. On one hand,
Signature Crossroads has to remain its primary function as a transit and
allow efficient vehicular traffic. On the other hand, they have to be "user-
friendly" enough to allow pedestrians to see it as a place when they could
stay safely. The contrast posed here is not only that of transit versus
destination, but also that of vehicular scale versus pedestrian scale and that
of fast speed versus slow speed.
The traffic at Times Square consists of
streets with only one-way traffic lanes.
For the two arteries, Broadway and 7th
Avenue, both with five incoming lanes,
all of their vehicular traffic comes from
the north-east, going in the same
direction. Those on Broadway, upon
arriving at the point where the two streets
meet, is forced to bear slightly right to go
into 7th Avenue. Those on 7th Avenue, on
the other hand, is allowed to go on to
either their original direction or
Broadway.
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A big contrast can be seen between the area for pedestrians and the area for
automobiles.
The traffic at these two streets runs alternately. Whenever one goes, the
other is being halted at traffic lights. Pedestrians use that time span when
one traffic is stopped to cross the roads. Pedestrian islands allow them to
stop and wait for the other stream of traffic to stop before they proceed.
These pedestrian islands, whose main function is for traffic safety, helps
break down the scale of the space.
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The triangular island at the north square brings together both sides of the
square. With the ticket booth and other street furniture that provide visual
barriers, the square appears to consist of two sections of 100 feet in width,
instead of having a section of more than 200 feet wide. The square, thus,
looks less hostile.
The planters, though very simple, provide the only places in the whole
Times Square where visitors can sit and observe the rapid traffic passing
by. The ticket booth, which looks like a construction shack, is the magnet
that draws people to use the space. On an afternoon during weekends,
hundreds of people queue up the triangle, up to two or three times, to
purchase same-day tickets to the various shows around. The slow-moving
wall of people poses an interesting contrast to the fast vehicular traffic
passing them no more than ten feet away.
Ticket-buyers queue up around the ticket booth.
Elegance is not important here. The ticket booth is definitely not a nice
piece of architecture. The fenced planters with slanted walls (probably to
prevent people from sleeping on them) are not very friendly. The two
statues do not even get noticed by most people. Nonetheless, the people
R
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that are drawn there add colors and sounds to the place and even make a
statement that the place is more than an intersection for cars.
Because of this, pedestrians do not feel scared to walk from one side of the
square to the other side. Whereas at the south square, the lack of urban
furniture makes the place more hostile. Pedestrians on one side of the
square can look across the barren
pavement to the other side. Walking
to the other side of the square seems
like dashing across 200 feet and ten
lanes of vehicular traffic without
stopping, even though the almost
empty island at the middle does in
fact provide a stopping area. Pedestrians cluster around the ticket booth.
The difference between the south square and the north square regarding
the pedestrian scale can be extended to the sidewalks too. The sidewalks at
the south square, like those along 5 th Avenue, do not have overhangs
above them. Pedestrians can look straight up to the top of the buildings.
The sidewalks at the north square, with various signs and overhangs above
them, define a pedestrian room of approximately 15 to 20 feet high. The
"shelter" provided by these overhangs not only protects the pedestrians
from rain and snow, but let them feel more comfortable, instead of being
overwhelmed in scale by a 300-foot-tall building facade.
Of course, pedestrian features like these alone do not make Times Square
vibrant. Kenmore Square in Boston has similar pedestrian islands. It even
has more trees than Times Square and a bus depot in the middle. It is,
however, no where near Times Square in terms of the intensity of
activities. Therefore, Kenmore is just an utilitarian intersection instead of a
Signature Crossroads. A Signature Crossroads is the result of activities,
form and visual elements. Any one of these, by itself, is insufficient to
transform a regular junction to a Signature Crossroads.
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While Times Square is the prime example of Signature Crossroads, we
will look at a few other examples here to see how different contexts
command different environments under different situations.
Piccadilly Circus
Piccadilly Circus in London can be said to be the Times Square equivalent
in London. It is the entertainment center of the city and was known as "the
hub of the Empire."' Formally , it belongs to the irregular formation, but it
did not start out that way.
The birth of Piccadilly Circus can be traced back to the development of
Regent Street, the brainchild of John Nash the architect in 1820s, which
was supported by the Royal family in order to fill a number of gaps in
London's planning. Since its perception, it was envisioned as a high-end
fashion street and it still remains as the premier shopping street in London
today, as someone mentions that "it stands unique the very soul center of
frivolous shopping."2
The Circus (originally known as
Regent Circus South) was part of the
urban gesture that marked the end of
the famous curve of Regent Street
and intersected with Piccadilly, one
of the historic thoroughfares and an
important coaching center, with
numerous coaching inns along its
length. It was the terminus for long-
distance mail coaches which mainly The original Regent Circus South
served the west of England.
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The Circus was then a relatively simple perpendicular intersection formed
by Piccadilly and Regent Street, surrounded by elegant town houses.
Changes came in 1886, when Shaftesbury Avenue, a product of traffic
requirement to ease congestion, was constructed. The new street cut
through the historic fabric and ended at the Circus. Its construction
destroyed the block on the northeast corner of the Circus and enlarged the
intersection. The place became a triangle with streets coming in all
directions.
A statue, called the Eros,
was erected at the site of the
original northeast block,
now a pedestrian island, and
it became the focus of
Piccadilly Circus. The
circular shape, which used
to be the center, suddenly
became just a corner piece.
Consequent changes of the
place even changed the The Eros (lower left) as it was in the 1890s.
circle to a rectangular void. The latest modifications in the 1980s closed
off the eastward continuation of Piccadilly and made a plaza that attached
the Eros to the Criterion. The original plan of the Circus was completed
altered. Such a big change was not found at Times Square, which has
formally remained the same since its birth.
The alternations, though criticized by many people, made the Circus more
interesting. Instead of being a junction that conforms to strict geometry
and rules, the Circus today looks more "picturesque", like a Medieval
plaza with irregular configuration and vistas. The streams of traffic at
different directions add complexity to the intersection. Unlike Place de
l'Etoile where all traffic converge to one single point, Piccadilly Circus
does not have a single point where all traffic goes to. The relationship
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between the Eros and the streets is a more casual one, just like that
between the ticket booth and the arteries at Times Square.
The addition of a plaza makes the place more pedestrian-friendly. The
Eros, with a seating area attached, produces a resting place for pedestrians
just like the planters at Times
Square. It also brings together the
different sides of the Circus
visually, offering an intermediate
visual focus for the pedestrians. It
effectively makes the place look
more intimate by giving more space
to pedestrians and minimizing the
distance which pedestrians have to
travel on streets to reach other areas.
Piccadilly Circus in 1921 (top) and the Circus in the 1980s (bottom).
Major changes include the addition of a plaza and the relocation of
Eros.
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The most interesting aspect of Piccadilly Circus is its facade treatment.
Among a group of historic buildings like the London Pavilion and the
Criterion, neon signs cover the entire corner facade of a building at the
northeast corner. This can be traced back to the period of the construction
of Shaftesbury Avenue, when shopkeepers of the new northeast side put
up electrical signs on their facades to attract lucrative rentals. The County
Council was powerless to stop them and the practice lasts until today. The
reason why such phenomenon does not spread to the other three sides of
the Circus is that the lease granted by the Crown, who owned those parcels
of land, had been so strictly detailed that no signs were allowed.
Ironically, it was the neon signs that have become the dominant image of
Piccadilly Circus today. Amidst an environment full of facades elegantly
built to reflect the lavish lifestyle of the Royal times, a surface covered
with scaleless and colorful billboards of corporate logos proclaims modern
commercialism. At Times Square, contrast is produced by the different
images of competing commercials. Whereas, at Piccadilly Circus, contrast
is raised to a different level, one of different ages and different aesthetics,
as the London City Council calls it: "a beautiful mess." 4
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The plan in 1886 (top) versus that of today (bottom). Notice more area is
dedicated to pedestrians in the current plan.
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"Bank" Station
Besides Piccadilly Circus, another example of Signature Crossroads in
London is the intersection at the "Bank" Underground Station, which does
not have an official name. Called "the Hub of the British Metropolis," 5 the
intersection where seven streets converge has always been the
geographical center of the city of London.
Today, the intersection is defined by several major buildings: the Mansion
House, the Bank of England and the Royal Exchange with the only open
space at the Crossroads.
These buildings suggest
that the area is the
business center of
London. The busy
Underground station has
a circular sub-terrain
walkway to serve
thousands of office
workers daily who
disperse to all directions.
The fact that the intersection is the very center of London and was not
transformed to a formal square suggests that traffic function presides over
symbolism here. The buildings, without signs attached like the way those
at Piccadilly Circus and Times Square are, serve as the images for the
place. The powerful and institutional facades signify serious businesses,
the entrance to the financial district and the place as a destination. The
centric orientation of the buildings and the streets indicates a very dynamic
and energetic place of transit, which is exactly the image that fits the
nature of the area.
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Puerta del Sol
Moving to the European continent, the Puerta
del Sol in Madrid, Spain is another good
example of Signature Crossroads. Meaning
"the Gate of the Sun," Puerta del Sol is the
hub of the city, on which ten streets converge
and from where the distances to all other
6Spanish towns are calculated. The elliptical
space is surrounded by elegant buildings like
the former Post Office building and Hotel
Paris. The vast amount of space, however, is
occupied by major thoroughfares. The place
has been "a mingling of salon, promenade, theater, academy, garden, a
parade-ground, and a market" as described by an Italian novelist in 1870. 7
The place has also witnessed many political events in the Spanish history,
giving itself symbolic importance.
In the late 19"' Century, Puerta del Sol became the terminus of the new
tram system and later in 1919 the terminus of Madrid's new metro system.
Today, the void defined by the many historic buildings is crowded with
continuous streams of vehicular traffic and thousands of people who rush
back and forth the subway station and the bus terminal. Puerta del Sol is
an example of Signature Crossroads which develops out of a marketplace
that evolves to a hub which combines national symbolism and the function
of traffic centrality.
1 Greater London Council, pp. 7.
2 Hobhouse, pp. 10.
3 Hobhouse, pp. 25.
4 Joseph, pp. 74.
s Clunn, pp. 19.
6 Jacobs, pp. 35.
7 Ibid, pp. 37.
Part III
Hong Kong
On the other side of the Earth from Times Square lies many cities that
could serve as excellent beneficiaries of using Signature Crossroads as
their most important spaces. The foremost one is Hong Kong, a city which
has developed itself to a high level of prosperity and could serve as a
model for many developing cities. This part will cover some basic facts
about the site chosen. Then a brief critique, a proposal for improvements
and some possible ways of implementation will be given to see how the
things learnt at the preceding section could be applied there.
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The dominant image of Hong Kong has always been its skyline. This
relatively new city is famous for its extremely high density and its many
skyscrapers that spread across the waterfront of its harbor. With the
combined result of a city planning model that does not emphasize public
squares and the Chinese tradition of living without such a feature, life in
Hong Kong has always been based on streets.
Due to the "utilitarian" nature of the people's view towards their living
environment, Hong Kong is not a place where one can find beautiful
architecture everywhere. Most of its urban fabric consists of bland
buildings whose sole function is to serve as the basic shelter for the
bustling commercials. While there are areas where activities are the most
intense, there is not a single place that could identify Hong Kong as a
whole.
Why would Hong Kong need a place as its symbol, one may ask? As a city
with a population of six million, Hong Kong has always been a city of
Chinese refugees and immigrants under the British rule. Over the years, a
certain way of living has been developed that is very unique. Its people are
extremely materialistic (there are more Mercedes per person in Hong Kong
than anywhere else) yet charitable (reflected in the donations to the
Chinese victims of natural disasters every year); it is very open to Western
influences yet is able to keep its Chinese traditions in most ways. There
are many other contrasts and characteristics that define "Hong Kong-ness."
Just like the sprawl of suburban developments has been devastating many
cities, the sprawl of "identity-less" places is promoting a monotonous
building fabric in Hong Kong. While its developments have been very
dense, not a single part stands out from the rest in the way Piazza San
Marco stands out from the rest of Venetian Piazzas or The Ramblas stands
out from the rest of the streets in Barcelona. Hong Kong needs some a
place that not only reflects the "Hong Kong-ness" but links the mind of all
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its residents together and produce a more tightly knitted living
environment, as William Ellis states,
The notion of special streets is inherently one of relationships more than
of properties. They tend to produce relative differentiation in the
surrounding street systems. This structuring function tends to increase a
sense of place in the organization of cities in that it helps to structure
them into wholes; it tends to reduce the likelihood of random, limitless
organization.'
A Signature Crossroads would be the best candidate as the symbol of
Hong Kong. There are three reasons for this: first, life in Hong Kong has
always been driven by streets, an important place rooted in streets would
make sense both symbolically and functionally. Second, the emphasis on
pragmatic values, and in a lesser degree the absence of formal squares in
traditional Chinese city planning, renders the formal square an unfavorable
candidate. Third, Hong Kong represents the ultimate modern capitalist
city: fast, intense, materialistic and diverse. All the attributes that makes
Signature Crossroads work, as mentioned in Chapter 3, apply to Hong
Kong.
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The Intersection of Nathan I Aryle: the History
As shown in the examples described in the preceding chapters, all
Signature Crossroads grow out of the convergence of major streets. In
Hong Kong, one of the best candidates for Signature Crossroads is the
intersection of Nathan Road and Argyle Street. Situated in Mongkok on
the Kowloon peninsula, the perpendicular intersection is the heart of the
busiest shopping areas for locals and one of the most densely populated
residential districts in Hong Kong.
Nathan Road is the equivalent of Broadway in Hong Kong, not just its
importance but its process of development. The early developments of
Hong Kong occurred at the tip of both sides of the harbor. While the Hong
Kong Island side (where all the skyscrapers on postcard are located)
started early as the commercial and the governmental center, the Kowloon
side started out as the site for barracks. Nathan Road, started from the tip
of the peninsula, ran north-south to connect the developments to the yet
rural land to the north. Soon it became the main spine in Kowloon and
extended all the way up to Mong Kok Tsui, the current Mongkok.
Argyle Street, which runs perpendicular to Nathan Road, was the main
east-west spine in Kowloon. Its history and significance is not as rich and
important as that of Nathan Road, as the most substantial and dense
developments in Kowloon have been concentrating in the strip running
north-south along Nathan Road. Nonetheless, being one of the earliest
roads that connected West Kowloon to East Kowloon, Argyle Street
carries a lot of traffic.
Currently, a major railway station is located just a few blocks east of the
Nathan/Argyle intersection, like the way Port Authority Bus Terminal and
the Grand Central Station is located on the 42"d Street in New York. The
importance of Argyle Street could only become more significant in the
future because recent land reclamation opens up a whole new territory to
the west of Argyle Street. Moreover, the relocation of the airport from East
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Kowloon to Lantau Island at the very west of the Hong Kong territory
means Argyle could serve as the main artery connecting the route to the
new airport and the rest of Hong Kong.
The four blocks to the south of the Nathan/Argyle intersection is already
the busiest shopping area for local people. It is lined with jewelry shops,
fashion shops, restaurants and hotels. To the east of Nathan, a few parallel
streets are also important shopping locations too. The whole area is very
well served by MTR, the subway in Hong Kong. Mongkok station is not
only one of the busiest stations as a destination, but it also serves as the
transfer point of two subway lines. The intersection, therefore, has a much
higher potential than any place in Hong Kong to become a Signature
Crossroads.
Kowoo inn 1887 Naha
Roadoo in olid blacin Kowloon in 1924. Nathan hasRoad in solid black line. already gone past Mongkok and
Argyle did not exist yet Argyle ran perpendicular to it.
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Kowloon in 1990. The typhoon shelter (on the left) has not been filled up yet. The
highlighted area is the Nathan/Argyle intersection.
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The Nathan/Argyle intersection. Nathan runs vertically and Argyle runs
horizontally. The vertical side streets in the lower right area are some of the
most popular shopping streets in Hong Kong.
'William Ellis, The Spatial Structure of Streets, in Anderson, ed. On Streets, pp. 123.
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Chavter 10 : The Deficiency of the Intersection
The Nathan/Argyle intersection has all the basic substances upon which
Signature Crossroads could develop: the convergence of major streets, the
concentration of intense activities and the role as the hub of the city.
Nonetheless, the intersection is not yet a Signature Crossroads. Even
though it carries a tremendous amount of traffic, it lacks the extra vibrancy
and the monumentality that a Signature Crossroads should have as the
identity of the city. Moreover, the scale of the intersection is not made for
pedestrian. What are missing at the intersection that keep it from being a
Signature Crossroads?
The Limitation of the Form
The first deficiency of Nathan/Argyle is that it is a perpendicular
intersection, just like almost every single intersection in Hong Kong.
There is no contrast between the existing junction and the rest of the city
fabric. In New York, every acute intersection of Broadway and another
Avenue produced a special place. This leads to the interpretation that a
junction that is formally different from others has a natural advantage to be
special. Such a condition does not apply to Nathan/Argyle.
Moreover, a perpendicular intersection, as described in Chapter 4, is the
most ordinary and the most unlikely formation to develop into a Signature
Crossroads. There is no focus which anchors the place. There is little area
that could be converted to special spots like the triangle at Times Square.
There is no area where pedestrians accumulate "naturally" like the Eros at
Piccadilly Circus. Therefore, while the character of transit has been
portrayed enough, the character of a destination fails to emerge.
The mediocrity of architecture
The second drawback is that the surrounding architecture does not work to
promote the sense of "destination," both in terms of its imagery and its
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relationship with pedestrians. Partially due to the form of the intersection
which does not provide a visual terminus, it is not easy for visitors, either
traveling by car or by foot along Nathan, to notice the intersection. The
vista simply continues down the street. Another reason that the
intersection can hardly be distinguished is the mediocrity of the buildings.
The northeast and northwest corners, for instance, are occupied by bland
high-rises with minor commercials located on the ground level.
The southwest corner of the intersection is the Kowloon Headquarters of
Hong Kong Bank, the largest financial institution in Hong Kong. Its
building, however, is unsightly. Not only is its facade monotonous, it is
hostile to pedestrians. Different from
the rest of the street, whose ground
levels are mostly small-scale shop
fronts, the ground level facade is an
non-penetrable wall that dwarfs
pedestrians, who feel they have to rush
past the building. The facade of Hong Kong Bank
The southeast corner of the intersection, compared to the other corners,
has the best building, which is a glass-clad building whose ground level
composes of glassed store fronts and an
escalator that leads to a department store on
upper floors. Unfortunately, the stores on the
ground level are elevated several feet above
the sidewalks and pose an unfriendly gesture
to the pedestrians. To make things worse, the
building does not provide an arcade or
overhang for pedestrians that are so prevalent
for most other buildings along the two streets.
Pedestrians not only have a hard time trying to
look at the goods displayed behind the store
The building occupying the
fronts, they are discouraged from staying southeast corner.
around.
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The lack of details
The third handicap is the lack of urban furniture and devices that cater to
the human scale. While Piccadilly Circus has the Eros to serve as an
intermediate visual layer to close the gap between the smaller scale of the
observers and the farther and larger scale of the buildings, and even Times
Square contains planters for seating, there is nothing of such nature at
Nathan/Argyle. The lack of adequate space to construct something is one
thing, but the nonchalant attitude of the builders towards a beautiful
physical environment is the main reason. Without anything of a closer
scale that could be related to, pedestrians feel dwarfed by all the huge
buildings around them.
The lack of visual stimulus
The fourth disadvantage is the lack of enough visual stimulus. All along
Nathan Road are horizontal signs that stick out of buildings, extending
almost all the way to the middle of the road. The intersection, surprisingly,
is devoid of such visual elements. Probably the best location as a visual
battlefield of commercials, the intersection is in fact a desert that contains
nothing to conjure the imagination of any passer-by or reflect the intensity
of the area. There is no marquee that labels the place as the identity of
Mongkok, if not the identity of Hong Kong.
The lack of wholesomeness
Lastly, the intersection simply fails to portray itself as one complete entity.
The mediocrity of architecture, as described above, is one reason. Another
reason is the handling of pedestrian traffic. Nathan Road is a very wide
street which is built with a fence in the middle to separate the opposing
streams of traffic as well as to prevent jaywalkers from crossing the streets
at unwanted locations. Pedestrians along Nathan Road, therefore, tend to
stay on one side of the street.
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It is true that a tremendous amount of
pedestrians cross the street there, but
the mentality of seeing the two sides of
the street as two different realms
prevails. Times Square relieves such
problem by using its triangular
pedestrian island to bring together the
two sides. Nathan/Argyle,'
unfortunately, does not have such
device. ILI E
Times Square is also successful in
achieving wholesomeness by having
the two signage towers as anchors that
give definite ends to the place.
Piccadilly Circus achieves such by
having its major facades facing inward.
Nathan/Argyle, with building corners
facing one another and continuous
building surfaces, is not able to define
the place well. Therefore, the
intersection is just like a bucket of
loose sand, instead of a solid concrete
block which everything holds together
tightly.
All the reasons described here make
the Nathan/Argyle intersection a place
where few people would like to stay
for a long time. It is an efficient place
50 200 500 feet
to handle large amount of traffic, but it Aslc asneeA scale comparison between
fails to portray a sense of destination. Nathan/Argyle and Times Square.
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At the intersection, looking east toward Argyle Street and the southeast corner.
Thousands of pedestrians cross Nathan Road at this point every day.
At the intersection, looking west toward Argyle Street. The Hong Kong Bank is at
left.
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Ihe northeast corner of the
intersection. A new building is
being constructed at the site.
Looking south along Nathan Road in front of
the Hong Kong Bank.
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Chapter 11 : Sug gested Improvements
What improvements could be made to bring up the sense of destination of
Nathan/Argyle and make the intersection a Signature Crossroads? While
this thesis is not going to propose a complete set of Master Plan, we will
look at the problems one by one and make general observations on what
could be done to improve the place.
Breaking the limitation of the form
While not absolutely essential, a pedestrian zone has the power of
transforming the whole place altogether. The foremost problem, is how to
dedicate a piece of area for pedestrian while working around the vehicular
traffic. The simplest way is to enlarge the sidewalk at one corner, which is
possible along Argyle, as it carries less traffic than Nathan. Another
possibility is to keep the sidewalk intact and reconstruct one of the
buildings so that a large area could be left open.
The third method is to close off the stream of traffic on one street and turn
the closed-off area into pedestrian area. This has been done at Harvard
Square and Piccadilly Circus. However, Given the traffic volume and the
bi-directional traffic at Argyle and Nathan, it may be hard to do. A
scheme, nonetheless, is shown below to show how it could be done.
No matter which method is feasible, it would involve a lot of interaction
between the government and the private sector. Some tools that the
government could use to implement its decision are described in the next
chapter. We definitely do not want to alter the existing infrastructure or the
commercial structure completely, as doing so would turn the place into
something else that it is not. The decision on how to provide a pedestrian
zone would definitely involve more study of the volume and the directions
of the flows of pedestrians that this thesis is not intended to go into.
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Clockwise from top left: existing condition, extension of sidewalks, retrofitting the
building without altering sidewalks, change of the form and flow of traffic.
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Remaking the architecture
The second problem is the mediocrity of its architecture. The Hong Kong
Bank at the southwest corner, currently the biggest eyesore, has the best
potential to lead the place. It is the Kowloon Headquarters (the Hong Kong
Island Headquarters is the famous Norman Foster's building) of the most
powerful bank in the territory and deserves a significant amount of
institutional symbolism. Its location and visibility has not been fully taken
advantage of. An iconic building, like the one by Norman Foster, would
give the place a strong anchor.
Cutting back facade
to allow view of
marquee
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To give the anchor a high visibility, extruding elements could be
incorporated that allow the building stand out from the flat and continuous
wall of the street. Certain buildings in the way of the vista could be pulled
back to allow for unobstructed vistas. On the other hand, some buildings
could be extended to define the place better and help focus the sight-lines
onto the anchor.
Of course, the anchor does not have to be Hong Kong Bank, but it should
be something that the general public is familiar with and have confidence
in to become a good leader. The buildings should be designed in a more
pedestrian-friendly manner, allowing ease of movement in and out the
buildings. They should provide more pleasant facades and they should
address the corner situations by manipulating the orientation of the
entrance and the detailing of the corner piece.
Incorporatinge street furniture
Assuming a pedestrian area has been made, street furniture is essential to
the otherwise barren piece of land. Sculptures, fountains, benches and
trees all help. They not only provide something that caters to the scale of
pedestrians, they are useful by providing waiting and seating areas.
A possibility to bring in people is to relocate one of the nearby MTR exits
to the pedestrian zone and to remodel the structure to make it fit better
with the environment. Times Square fails to do that. Its subway exits are
unattractive and almost unnoticeable. The exits at Piccadilly Circus are
more noticeable, but the design are very plain. The Downtown Crossing
station in Boston uses a better-designed subway exit equipped with seating
area which provides a nice resting area for shoppers around the area.
Upgradinge the visual elements
Given the abundance of signs in the streets of Hong Kong, the visual
elements at Nathan/Argyle has to be pushed to an extreme level in order to
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provide enough contrast and excitement. Times Square is the perfect
model of Hong Kong. Even though flashing signs are not legal in Hong
Kong (the official reason: flashing signs distract the attention of motorist
and increase the chance of accidents,) the lavishness of colors, imagery
and innovative forms of the signs at Times Square could be brought in.
While the purpose of most other street signs in Hong Kong is to inform
passer-by of the presence of the businesses in the immediate area, the use
of the intersection as a showcase for logos and messages not related to the
area would elevate the place to a higher level. Instead of a local
marketplace of signs, the intersection could become a city-wide exhibition
hall of images. Both Times Square and Piccadilly Circus have achieved
this status by being filled up with logos of national corporations.
The height of the buildings around the intersection has already provided an
advantage, just like the two anchoring towers at Times Square, in terms of
visibility. The content of the signs could range from the advertisement of
local powerhouses like Vitasoy (a drink company) to the logos of
international brands like Sony. Or it could be the announcement of local
pop concerts, which are extremely popular, and even weather reports. It is
only a matter of extravagance, which should poses no problem in Hong
Kong.
To brin g everything together as a whole
The dimension of the two streets is unlikely to change. Modifications of
the pedestrian islands would be limited to a certain degree. Physical
changes at Nathan/Argyle would not be the most important factor in
making the place as a whole. Instead, it is the perception of people that
would define the place. Currently, the place is seen as nothing more than a
busy junction which marks the beginning of the busiest shopping district
in Kowloon. In future, the image of the place could change resulting from
the completion of a connection to the new airport. With the increased
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importance of Argyle Street, major commercials would set up along it and
the intersection could become the true heart of Kowloon.
Times Square is able to achieve its quality of completeness by having a
coherent relationship among its components and the contrast between
them and other elements outside the square. The fault of Nathan/Argyle is
that it is not that much different from other places. The theme of
commercialism has not been pushed to an extreme. The spirit is not
concentrated in the small plot of land but has spread quite loosely over
dozens of blocks. A few possibilities to produce a coherent and
concentrated identity for the intersection include setting a standard theme
(entertainment or shopping, cultural or dining, etc.) and bringing in major
players that could attract the most people. In Mongkok, there are several
"specialized" streets around with retails all selling similar goods. There is
one that specializes in budget fashions, one where many sport goods stores
accumulate and one where shoe stores dominate. All of these are side
streets and Nathan or Argyle could become a specialized strip of large-
scale department stores or cinemas.
The perception of people toward a place also relates to ephemeral events
that happen there. Puerta del Sol is tied to major political events.
Piccadilly Circus and Times Square were major gathering places where
people celebrated after WWII. The idea is to produce a place that people
would naturally relate to as places "where things happen" or "where a
special event happens." Times Square has set off the tradition of the New
Year celebration which lasts till today. Similar one-time events could be
programmed at Nathan/Argyle to give it special moments and even a real
name (instead of Nathan/Argyle) could be given. Even though these are all
about marketing and may sound like gimmick, they fit into the given
context and immortality is immortality, no matter how it is achieved.
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Chapter 12 : Ways of Implementation
How the various aspects could be achieved by using various urban design
tools is an area that could become a thesis by itself. The thesis will briefly
discuss several possible government interventions that could possibly
make a Signature Crossroads possible at Nathan/Argyle.
As Mark Schuster and John DeMonchaux have described in their class
Urban Design Policy and Action here at MIT, there are five categories of
government tools: Ownership and Operation, Regulations, Incentives,
Property Rights and Information.
Ownership and Operation
Even though all the land in Hong Kong is owned by the government, that
does not mean any gigantic urban renovation such as this would be easy.
In order to reclaim any piece of land, the government has to pay the
leaseholder of the land a fair amount of compensation, and the leaseholder
has the rights of negotiation and turning down the offer. While the
government has the ultimate power of claiming a piece of property, it
almost never do that. It would rather go through a process of reaching a
consensus instead of using brutal forces, even though that could mean
much longer time.
Seeing that reclaiming land is extremely time-consuming and often raise
conflicts between the power of the government, the force of the market
and the rights of the property owners, the government established Land
Development Corporation (LDC). LDC is a government-funded (public)
company which has its own administrative structure and is not controlled
by the government. Its primary role is to act on behalf of the government
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to reclaim land for urban renewal. Its independent financial structure and
its detached relationship with the government makes LDC a better player
in the process of land reclamation, which involves a lot of negotiations
with private parties.
Since any property owner around the intersection will consider their own
financial returns, instead of working with other leaseholders towards a
wholesome place, as their prime interests, it is unlikely that the status of
Signature Crossroads could be achieved by relying on private developers
alone. An anchor is needed to lead the way, even at a significant financial
cost, to produce a meaningful space. LDC is the best candidate. Working
on the behalf of the government, LDC has the flexibility of giving up
immediate financial returns for social good. Yet, its corporate structure
allows it to work in the principles of economics without swaying from the
reality too much.
If LDC were able to acquire a corner piece, it would be able to remake the
building so that a more generous public space could be produced. The
building, however, would still be an attractive commercial property as
LDC would work with other private developers to maximize the gains
without sacrificing the overall identity of the place. LDC was able to
absorb the financial loss due to the extra space dedicated to a public plaza.
The government, without the help of LDC, could have a part in
transforming the intersection too. The transportation authority, on the
recommendation of the city planning department, could alter the form of
the two streets. This does not imply that changing or cutting off Nathan or
Argyle altogether, since it is not realistic given the functional importance
of the two thoroughfares. Instead, parts of the pedestrian areas could be
enlarged to accommodate a larger crowd. The Urban Council, who is
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responsible in making all recreational parks in the city, could construct
pedestrian-friendly features such as fountains, statues, planters, benches
and other urban furniture at the enlarged pedestrian area.
It is advisable for the government not to participate directly in the
buildings themselves even though LDC has the power to acquire the land
for them. This is because Mongkok is a completely commercialized place.
Any institutional building such as government offices, courts or public
libraries would not fit into the image of the place. Only commercial
buildings would work at the intersection and they are best left in the hands
of private developers. Therefore, all the government could involve directly
in the remaking of the intersection would be at the street level. Everything
else that has to be done on the buildings would rely on other tools that
affect the ways private developers do with their buildings.
Regulations
One way the government could control the outcome of the place is by
working out a more detailed and restricted zoning code for the intersection
and its environs. Residential uses, for example, may be disallowed at the
intersection. The ground levels of any building constructed have to cater to
the pedestrian in a better way by providing shelters and attractive
storefronts. The government could entitle certain authorities to act as the
judges to approve any new proposal for aesthetics. Another possibility is
to follow the example of Times Square, by forcing any new construction to
incorporate commercial signs, the intersection could be transformed to an
exuberant showcase of neon lights.
Instead of imposing regulations forcing private owners to do something,
the other way works too. By removing regulations that have been applied
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to other places, private owners would be granted the opportunity to do
things that they could not do elsewhere. This method could be seen as
indirect incentives or grants of property rights. Since extra freedom and
creativity is an incentive to developers, the government actually does not
offer anything in return like the way bonus FAR works. It works more
similar to property rights which make the place more attractive because
there are fewer restrictions.
One regulation that could be removed is the ban on flashing signs at the
intersection. This deregulation would be a magnet for many commercial
establishments, who have long been looking for ways to make their signs
more lively and lavish. If flashing signs were allowed, the intersection is
destined to become a battleground for powerful corporations to display
their logos and messages, elevating the place to one of higher symbolic
significance.
The way Times Square works is that signs are very restricted in other
surrounding areas like the 5th Avenue, while at the Square itself signs are
allowed to flourish to almost any degree they want. By limiting this
freedom of having flashing signs to a small area around the Nathan/Argyle
intersection, the place could be guaranteed to become the Times Square of
Hong Kong.
Incentives
As described above, the loosening on regulations could be seen as a kind
of indirect incentives. Other indirect incentives include bonus FAR, which
allows developers to build higher towers if they incorporate a plaza in their
designs or dedicate a significant amount of their building surfaces for
signs.
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Direct incentives, of course, means paying the developers for something.
This could be useful in terms of attracting the right kinds of tenants to the
intersection. For instance, if the developers were able to attract a
department store to anchor their buildings, they would be paid for the
maintenance for their buildings. Selected tenants, such as department
stores, as mentioned above, cinemas, or powerful chain stores could be
reimbursed for their renovations because these are the commercials that
attract people. In the case of cinemas, the government could grant them
exemption from paying taxes derived from ticket sales. (Movie ticket tax
is the closest form to a sales tax, which does not exist in Hong Kong.)
Also, developers could be reimbursed for a percentage of their
construction fees if their buildings win the approval for aesthetics. Direct
payments like this, however, does not seem to work in Hong Kong, where
governmental reimbursement that favors particular private parties could
hardly win approvals from the general public. Therefore, indirect
incentives seem to be the more realistic method in dealing with private
owners.
Since public transportation is a major component in Hong Kong, how it is
organized will certainly affect the accessibility of a place. The government
could offer to pay for the renovation fee if MTRC, the company that owns
the subway system, would be willing to relocate one of their subway
entrances to the target area. The government could offer similar incentives
to other transportation systems, such as buses and minibuses, in order to
make their passenger areas better located and organized.
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Property Rights
By allowing developers to do things that they may not be able to do
elsewhere, a site can be a magnet just for this extra measure of freedom.
Given the relative high degree of freedom of the property owners in Hong
Kong, however, property rights would not have a significant part in the
remaking of the Nathan/Argyle intersection, except for the deregulation of
flashing signs as described above. Transfer of property rights to and from
other sites would not be very useful here because the uses at the
intersection and its environs have been enjoying the highest level of
financial benefits already.
Information
Mongkok, though densely populated, is not a closely-knitted community
where the residents care about their living environment. Therefore, using
information as a tool to encourage the participation of the local community
will not be useful here. Moreover, the highly commercialized image may
not be very appealing to the residents in the area. The image, however,
may be used as a marketing tool to captivate the rest of the population. By
marketing the Nathan/Argyle intersection as "the Heart of Kowloon," just
like the way Times Square is re-marketed as the "New Times Square," the
government may be able to draw the attention and the cooperation of the
general public towards the desired image.
Furthermore, since tourism is a major business for Hong Kong, the
marketing of Mongkok as a tourist destination could bring in extra
revenues and improve its image, which would in turn make any
improvements easier to be approved and financed.
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Combining the Tools
As we can see in the previous paragraphs, different tools can achieve
different aspects in the process of transforming the Nathan/Argyle
intersection to a Signature Crossroads. In choosing these tools, a balance
has to be achieved between the power of the government, which conveys
to the coherence of imagery and the overall identity of the place, and the
power of the market forces, which conveys to the diversity and the
competition among all the players in the area. While a wholesome identity
is desired, it cannot be so regulated and controlled that it portrays a
"totalitarian" image. Yet, the place cannot be let loose entirely or it would
turn to be totally chaotic.
Ownership and Operation, as a tool, allows the establishment of an anchor
which leads the rest of the players while absorbing all the cost. It could
also be used to lay out the basic framework of the place which the
government seeks to achieve. Regulations are then used to keep the private
developers in check, preventing them from doing something that would
destroy the overall image.
Incentives and Property Rights are tools that add content to the place.
Since there is a lot of room for creativity, developers could come up with
the most innovative ways to take advantage of what they have been
granted. These tools work mostly in the field of commercial signs, the
domain that has been regulated the most.
Information, then, will be the tool the government uses to respond to what
has been added to the place. Marketing efforts will give the intersection
the extra push and the overall consensus of the population towards
establishing a new identity.
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A hypothetical scenario of how all these work together could be as
follows: LDC acquires the southeast corner of the intersection, which is
currently occupied by a building which holds offices on its upper floors
and a large department store in its lower floors. In return, LDC promises to
work with a private developer to rebuild a more attractive building and
grant the tenants rights to lease the new space. LDC proceeds to build an
anchor building, one that reflects the most innovative ideas by local
standards, and dedicate a significant part of it for commercial signs.
At the same time, the government enlarges the pedestrian areas at that
corner and build a series of urban furniture to make the place an attractive
waiting area for pedestrians. The government also helps finance the
relocation of a subway entrance to the new plaza.
By the use of incentives, owners of the surrounding buildings will choose
to demolish the existing ones and rebuild new ones or renovate them for
the use of more commercial signs. Powerful corporations, seeing the
opportunity of having flashing signs at the intersection, are willing to pay
premiums to have their signs set up there. This, in turn, would attract more
powerful tenants to actually set up stores at the intersection. Pedestrians
and shoppers will follow soon after that because the intersection offers
more than other places.
Once the basic framework is laid out, everything would seem to be
automatic because the place is all about market forces. Everything that is
built up is the foundation for the next. Given the highly commercialized
context of Hong Kong, a Signature Crossroads is much more achievable
and desired than probably any other urban intervention by the government.
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Conclusion
In the preceding chapters, we have made some observations on why
Signature Crossroads could become a major urban element given the trend
of the 20th century lifestyle. Then we dissected Times Square, the most
famous Signature Crossroads, to examine the history of its making and
some special qualities it possesses. We also looked at a few other
examples briefly to try to understand the same model in different contexts.
Finally, we evaluated a case in Hong Kong that has all the potential and all
the reasons to become a Signature Crossroads but has not succeeded yet. A
few possibilities were suggested on how the case could be improved on its
way to be transformed to a Signature Crossroads.
From the various case studies and the hypothetical example of Hong
Kong, it could be inferred that there are many different qualities that have
to be put together to produce a Signature Crossroads. This thesis has only
covered a small portion of them. After all, the harmony of the coexistence
of a place of "destination" and a place of "transit" is much more than a
numerical ratio or some neon signs.
Given the current trend of making our living environment, Signature
Crossroads appears to be very practical. This is especially true if we
project ourselves into the coming years, when many cities in the emerging
Asia Pacific region will be remade entirely and many more towns and
villages will be transformed into metropolises. The lack of a foundation of
city planning similar to that in Europe and the desire of these cities to get
prosperous quickly make it impractical to expect them to follow the
principles of what we think constitutes a beautiful environment. On the
other hand, we do not want them to walk themselves into the various
problems and consequences that American cities now have to face as a
result of fast developments.
Therefore, we have to try our best to work with the existing ideology while
incorporating those ideals that may be useful. We may not be able to re-
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create the glory of traditional squares again, but we can incorporate its
spirit into another urban form. We cannot disregard the requirement of
heavy vehicular traffic and the power of commerce, but we can try to fit
them into our ideas of enjoyable spaces. Uncontrolled progress and greed
lead to hell, but starved mouths would not enjoy heaven either. Signature
Crossroads may look like a compromise between two extremes that do not
want to sacrifice their own virtues, but in this world, this age, absolutism
does not work anymore.
Of course, time will determine whether the model studied and proposed
here will be the urban form that works well for most cities and this thesis
will not attempt to make another argument for Signature Crossroads.
Signature Crossroads, nonetheless, regardless of its usefulness in reality,
has its value as another distinctive urban device to be studied more
thoroughly.
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